A scientific note on the directional accuracy of the waggle dance over the course of a day*
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Honey bees communicate information about distance and direction to a food source with a waggle dance (von Frisch, 1993). During the waggle phase see (Tautz et al., 1996), a bee walks forward an angle with respect to vertical while waggling her abdomen. This angle matches, on average, the angle between food source and sun azimuth. For a given food location, there is variation both within dances of the same bee and between different bees.

Lindauer (1961) reported that when the sun is at the zenith (which only occurs in the tropics), dances either cease or is disoriented 10 minutes before and after solar noon. No directional information can be communicated when the sun is directly overhead. In temperate regions, colony foraging activity declines around noon, a phenomenon von Frisch (1993) called “noontime laziness”. He argued that this effect could not be explained in terms of food profitability, and attributed it to a diurnal periodicity in activity, although this was not directly tested.

An alternative explanation of noontime laziness links these two phenomena: perhaps foragers experience greater difficulty orienting their dances when the sun is higher in the sky, and are less inclined to dance, which in turn reduces foraging activity. This study tests one component of this hypothesis: the effect of the sun’s position on the accuracy of the information within the dance.

Three unrelated colonies, A, B, and C, were housed in observation hives (see Seeley, 1995, Chap. 4). Colonies were housed at two locations (A and C were housed together) in Ithaca, NY, USA (W 76° 29’, N 42° 26’). The bees were trained (von Frisch, 1993, p. 17) to an artificial feeder of 0.5 to 2.0 M sucrose solution scented with anise oil (60 µL/L). Dances from individually marked foragers were videotaped upon their return to the hive. No part of the sky was visible to the bees as they danced.

The feeder was set up sequentially at 300, 400, and 500 m from the hive. While certain properties of the dance change with distance (see Gardner et al., 2006), there was no difference in accuracy for these three food-source distances ($F_{2,150} = 0.17$, $P = 0.8439$). I recorded 179 dances from 93 bees; each dance had a minimum of 10 waggle phases ($19.7 \pm 8.8$, mean $\pm$ SD). Only one dance per bee per distance was recorded but individual bees were often recorded at more than one distance. All dances were recorded over the period of 12 June 2005 to 21 July 2005, between 08:15 h and 16:15 h EST, which encompasses the summer solstice. On 21 June 2005 the sun reached a maximum altitude of 71° between 12:01 h and 12:14 h EST in Ithaca, NY, USA.

For each dance, I recorded the angle of each waggle phase using a protractor mounted on the monitor with 0° as straight up. The angle from the hive to the feeders ($\theta_F$) was measured using a sighting compass (corrected for local declination). The azimuth of the sun ($\theta_S$) was determined from the Naval Observatory Web Site (U.S. Naval Observatory, 2006). The expected dance angle ($\theta_D$) is the difference between the sun’s azimuth and the direction of the feeder ($\theta_S - \theta_F$). The observed dance angle ($\theta_O$) is the mean vector bearing of all waggle phases recorded for a dance, calculated with equations found in Fisher (1993). The angular error is defined as the absolute value of $\theta_O - \theta_E$. The effect of the time of day on angular error was evaluated using...
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Figure 1. Inaccuracy in the dances of honey bees over the course of a day. The shaded area indicates the time during which the sun is at its highest altitude for the dates that dances were recorded. The angular error is the difference between the mean vector bearing of all waggle phases within a bee’s dance and the expected angle of her dance. Although the highest angular error does not directly correspond with the time when the sun is the highest, the general pattern shows that inaccuracy increases as the sun rises in the sky and then decreases as the sun sets.

For the timeframe of my recordings, the sun reached its maximum altitude of 67.9° to 71° between 12:00 h and 12:15 h EST. On average, the angular error of dances increased as the sun rose in the sky until about 13:00 h and then it decreased as the sun began to set (Fig. 1). Based on the fitted quadratic line, the highest angular error within dances occurred at 13:09 h. Both the linear ($F_{1,152} = 8.66, P = 0.0038$) and quadratic ($F_{1,153} = 8.93, P = 0.0033$) terms in the model were significant. Colony, distance, and associated interactions were not significant ($P > 0.50$ for all terms).

The sun is a useful directional reference, in that it is conspicuous and predictable, but it also presents problems since its location (altitude and azimuth) changes throughout the day. Bees compensate by changing their dances according to the direction (azimuth) of the sun, but any effect of the sun’s altitude has not been demonstrated. The pattern (Fig. 1) suggests that bees have more difficulty acquiring directional information from the sun when it is higher in the sky. It seems that the angular accuracy of dances is correlated with the altitude of the sun; bees are better able to communicate directional information if the sun is lower in the sky. A question that remains is why the maximum error did not directly correspond to when the sun was at its highest.

Given that von Frisch’s (1993) “noontime laziness” is accompanied by a decrease in the accuracy of directional information within dances, the reduction in foraging activity may be adaptive. The dance language presumably evolved to increase colony level foraging efficiency. The bees may reduce their foraging efforts when there is increased difficulty in transmitting accurate information to their nestmates. A key prediction for future studies is that dancing (not just foraging) decreases at midday. Additionally, there may be other activities that distract dancers and foragers from performing their tasks, such as an increased demand for nest maintenance.
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